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Abstract: This paper presents a novel local path planning algorithm developed based on the new
free space attraction (Agoraphilic) concept. The proposed algorithm is capable of navigating robots
in unknown static, as well as dynamically cluttered environments. Unlike the other navigation
algorithms, the proposed algorithm takes the optimistic approach of the navigation problem. It does
not look for problems to avoid, but rather for solutions to follow. This human-like decision-making
behaviour distinguishes the new algorithm from all the other navigation algorithms. Furthermore,
the new algorithm utilises newly developed tracking and prediction algorithms, to safely navigate
mobile robots. This is further supported by a fuzzy logic controller designed to efficiently account for
the inherent high uncertainties in the robot’s operational environment at a reduced computational
cost. This paper also includes physical experimental results combined with bench-marking against
other recent methods. The reported results verify the algorithm’s successful advantages in navigating
robots in both static and dynamic environments.

Keywords: Agoraphilic; mobile robots; navigation; dynamic environment; obstacle prediction

1. Introduction

Mobile robots have become important machines for many sectors in today’s world,
including mining [1], space [2], surveillance [3], military applications [4], hospital work [5],
agriculture [6], and many others [7]. Navigation is an important element in mobile robots’
functionality. Unlike autonomous vehicles, the mobile robot’s operational environment,
in most cases, is not specifically engineered for the robot. Therefore, from a navigational
perspective, the robot must be able to operate in an unpredictable dynamic environment.
This environmental complexity requires the robot to make navigational decisions in real-
time. Therefore, an efficient autonomous navigation system should be characterised by
the ability to navigate robots in unknown dynamic environments using real-time decision-
making algorithms.

The literature describes a number of path planning methods [8] such as the genetic
algorithm (GA) [9], artificial neural networks (ANNs) [10], deep reinforcement learning
(DRL) [11], fuzzy logic (FL) [12], gradient-based planners (GBP) [13], bio-inspired path
planning methods [14], roadmaps [15], cell decomposition [16], and artificial potential field
(APF) [17].

Among these techniques, the APF-based method has been widely used because of its
simplicity and adaptability. However, there are some well-documented problems inherent
to APF-based methods [17], with multiple algorithms developed to address and overcome
these drawbacks [18–23]. Among those attempts is the original Agoraphilic navigation
algorithm [24]. Its uniqueness stems from the fact that it offers a single integrated solution
to all the essential difficulties of the APF-based methods, rather than providing individual
solutions for each problematic element.

The original Agoraphilic algorithm addressed the principal issues of the APF-based
methods by introducing a new, free space attraction (Agoraphilic) concept. The main
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problem with the original Agoraphilic algorithm is that it is restricted to static environments.
This presents significant problems to most real-world applications for mobile robots, as they
frequently operate in unknown dynamic environments. This limitation of the original
Agoraphilic algorithm provided the primary motivation to develop the proposed algorithm:
the Agoraphilic navigation algorithm in dynamic environments (ANADE).

Dynamic environments are characterised by high levels of uncertainty, thereby present-
ing significant challenges to navigational algorithms [16]. Navigational techniques based
on artificial intelligence (AI) are frequently used to address this problem [25]. Among these,
fuzzy logic is commonly used to overcome uncertainties at a low computational cost. Most
alternative existing navigation algorithms fail to use the speed and the moving direction
of dynamic obstacles as an input for decision-making. This is due to the difficulty of
estimating the velocity vectors of moving obstacles [26,27]. Consequently, most existing
navigation algorithms are unable to navigate in uncertain dynamic environments, leading
in turn to sub-optimal performance or system failure in complex situations [26]. The novel
ANADE uses a fuzzy-logic-based controller, a tracking algorithm, and a dynamic object
pathway prediction module to overcome these limitations.

The ANADE does not identify obstacles (problems) to avoid, but rather follows
existing and predicted free space corridors (solutions) towards the goal. The algorithm uses
only one attractive force, created by the available current and predicted future growing
free space within the robot’s environment. This attractive force pulls the robot through free
space passages towards the goal. The algorithm was tested by simulations, as well as by
real-world experiments using the TurtleBot3 robot platform.

Section 2 of this paper discusses the development of the ANADE. The development
of the experimental configuration and real-world experimental results are presented in
Section 3. Section 4 provides a discussion of our findings and concluding remarks.

2. Development of the Agoraphilic Navigation Algorithm in Dynamic Environment

The ANADE consists of eight main modules:

1. Sensory data processing (SDP) module;
2. Obstacle tracking (OT) module;
3. Dynamic obstacles’ position prediction (DOPP) module;
4. Current and future free space histogram (FSH) generation module;
5. Free space force (FSF) generation module;
6. Force-shaping module;
7. Instantaneous driving Force component (Fc) generation module;
8. Instantaneous driving force component weighting module.

The SDP module collects data from the sensors mounted on the robot (LiDAR, Real
Sense camera, encoders, and associated equipment) and transforms all robot-centric data
to a world reference frame (Global Positioning System). The OT module then generates
two outputs, a current global map (CGM) and the states (position and velocity) of dynamic
obstacles within the map using the globalised sensory data.

Subsequently, the algorithm is divided into two sections:

1. Fc generation for the current global map (CGM)-CGM-Fc1;
2. Fc generation for the future global maps (FGMs)-Fc2, Fc3, . . . , FcN (prediction).

The Fc generation for the CGM (Fc1) section of the algorithm uses the current environ-
ment of the robot (the CGM) and generates the component force (Fc1) based on the current
surroundings of the robot. In this process, the CGM becomes the input for the FSH genera-
tion module. The created FSH is then transformed to a set of free space forces (FSFs) by
the free space force generation module. Subsequently, the force-shaping module regulates
the FSFs such that the robot will move towards the goal. Finally, the Fc generation module
generates the final driving force component (Fc) for the CGM using the shaped FSFs.

The current states of moving obstacles are used as the input for the dynamic obstacles’
position prediction module. This returns N-1 future global maps, where N is the final
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prediction of the DOPP module. Each FGM is fed into the FSH generation module. The cre-
ated FSH is then transformed to a set of predictive FSFs by the FSF generation module.
Subsequently, the force-shaping module shapes the FSFs such that the robot will move
towards the goal. Finally, the Fc generation module generates the Fc for the corresponding
future global map. This process occurs for each FGM.

Finally, all the instantaneous driving force components (Fc1, Fc2, . . . , FcN) related to
the current and future global maps are fed into the instantaneous driving force component
weighting module. This module generates the final driving force, the robot’s actual driving
force for the current iteration. This process repeats for each iteration.

The development of these sub-modules is discussed in the following subsections.

2.1. Sensory Data Processing Module

The SDP module takes sensory data as its input from the robot’s sensory system.
The robot’s environment is captured using two sensory systems:

1. A 3600 LiDAR sensor;
2. A Real Sense camera.

The SDP module receives LiDAR data as a point cloud. This point cloud is generated
with respect to the robot’s coordinate system. The red, green, and blue (RGB) data captured
by the Real Sense camera and the point cloud are pre-processed by a separate system
(further discussed in Section 3). This system runs an image processing algorithm and
combines depth information to provide the locations of obstacles with respect to the
robot’s axis system. All data received with respect to this system are converted to the
world reference frame through Equation (1). This module takes ∼2.5% of the overall
processing time.[

Xg
Yg

]
=

[
cos(θ) − sin(θ)
sin(θ) cos(θ)

]
×
[

Xr
Yr

]
+

[
Xrg
Yrg

]
(1)

θ
def
= orientation of the robot

(Xg, Yg) def
= coordinates with respect to

the world reference frame
(Xr, Yr) def

= coordinates with respect to
the robot’s axis system

(Xrg, Yrg) def
= robot’s current position with

respect to the world reference frame

2.2. Obstacle Tracking Module

The SDP module feeds obstacles’ positions to the obstacle tracking module. This
module generates two outputs:

(1) The current global map (CGM): This map represents the robot’s surrounding environ-
ment with respect to the global coordinate frame. The CGM consists of information
about the current locations of static and moving obstacles.

(2) The estimated states( position and velocity) of dynamic obstacles: The position and
velocity of moving obstacles are given by the estimated states.

The proposed tracking module was developed using two sub-modules, a measurement
module and a process module. A Kalman filter is used to combine the outputs of these two
modules to estimate the states of moving obstacles. The Kalman-filter-based algorithm has
been shown to be capable of tracking slow-moving objects successfully [28,29].
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In the OT module, the kinematic model of moving obstacles is defined as follows
(Equation (2)): 

xk
yk
ẋk
ẏk

 =


1 0 dt 0
0 1 0 dt
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1




xk−1
yk−1
ẋk−1
ẏk−1

+


ax × dt2

2
ay × dt2

2
ax × dt
ay × dt

 u(t) + wk (2)

[
xk
yk

]
=

[
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0

]
+ vk

The prior estimation (state estimation based on the previous state estimation) and
globalised sensory data (measurements (xk,m, yk,m)) are combined using the filter shown in
Equation (3) to derive the optimal state estimations for each moving obstacle in each iteration.


xk
yk
ẋk
ẏk

 =


1 0 dt 0
0 1 0 dt
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1




xk−1
yk−1
ẋk−1
ẏk−1

+


ax × dt2

2
ay × dt2

2
ax × dt
ay × dt

 u(t) + kk

{[
xk,m
yk,m

]
−


1 0
0 1
0 0
0 0


T(

1 0 dt 0
0 1 0 dt
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1




xk−1
yk−1
ẋk−1
ẏk−1



+


ax × dt2

2
ay × dt2

2
ax × dt
ay × dt

 u(t)

)}
(3)

In this expression, kk (Kalman gain) is found by using Equation (4):

kk = pk


1 0
0 1
0 0
0 0


T


1 0
0 1
0 0
0 0


T

pk


1 0
0 1
0 0
0 0



−1

(4)

where:

pk =


1 0 dt 0
0 1 0 dt
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

pk−1


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
dt 0 1 0
0 dt 0 1

+ Q
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At each iteration following the optimal state estimation of every moving obstacle, pk
is updated as shown in Equation (5).

pk =


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

− kk


1 0 dt 0
0 1 0 dt
dt 0 1 0
0 dt 0 1

×

pk−1


1 0 dt 0
0 1 0 dt
dt 0 1 0
0 dt 0 1

+ Q (5)

where:
vk ∼ N(0,R)
wk ∼ N(0,Q)

p def
= error covariance

(xk, yk)
def
= estimated position of

the moving obstacle
(xkm, ykm)

def
= measured position of

the moving obstacle
(ax, ay)

def
= acceleration of the

moving obstacle
The OT module takes ∼11% of the overall processing time.

2.3. Dynamic Obstacle Position Prediction Module

The proposed algorithm identifies future growing or diminishing free spaces with
the assistance of the DOPP module. The DOPP module estimates the future locations and
velocities of dynamic obstacles in the robot’s environment.

The DOPP module uses globalised sensory data and information about the current
locations and velocities of dynamic obstacles from the SDP and tracking modules as its
primary inputs. The DOPP module then forecasts the robot’s anticipated environmental
configuration for future iterations and develops FGMs based on this information. These
FGMs are the outputs of the DOPP module (if the prediction is performed for t + n iterations,
there will be n − 1 future global maps). As mentioned, the future locations and velocities
of moving obstacles are predicted using the developed DOPP model, Equation (6). These
predictions are updated at each iteration, and new predictions are made according to the
updated state (location and velocity) data.

The future global map at iteration “N” is created by combining the positions of moving
obstacles in the Nth iteration with the positions of static obstacles, both with respect to the
robot’s future location, Equation (7). These future global maps are used for future FSH
creation [30]. This module takes ∼5% of the overall processing time.

x(t + n)
y(t + n)

dx(t + n)/dt
dy(t + n)/dt

 =


1 0 nT 0
0 1 0 nT
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1




x(t)
y(t)
dx(t)

dt
dy(t)

dt

+


(nT)2

2
(nT)2

2
nT
nT




d2x(t)
dt2

d2y(t)
dt2

d2x(t)
dt2

d2y(t)
dt2

 (6)
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 x(k + 1)
y(k + 1)
θ(k + 1)

 =

 1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

 xk
yk
θk

+

 ẋk
ẏk
θ̇k

n× T (7)

(x, y): the actual position coordinates.
θ: orientation of the robot.

2.4. Free Space Histogram Generation Module

A robot-centric polar map is developed by the FSH generation module. Global maps
are taken as the input of this module. The developed polar map indicates the free space
around the robot of the input global map. Then, this polar map is transformed to a free
space histogram. This transformation process is described below.

The global map is initially divided into K neighbouring sectors, themselves divided
into cells. For all the occupied cells, a predetermined safety boundary (r) is applied.
The closest occupied cell to the robot is identified. The sector distance (dk) is the distance
to the safety boundary corresponding to this closest cell. The FSH is then obtained based
on the calculated sector distances. This module takes ∼35% of the overall processing time.

2.5. Free-Space Force Generation Module

The main input to the FSF generation module is an FSH. The FSF generation mod-
ule generates force components using the information in the FSH. Generally, this force
component is directly proportional to the normalised sector distance.

However, if the sector distance (dk) is greater than the pre-determined dmax value, the
force for the corresponding sector is taken as uk [31]. This force component is known as
the sector force (Fk). , When an open space is bigger the corresponding Fk becomes larger.
The output of the FSF generation module is a set of free space forces connected with each
sector in the global map. This module takes ∼1.5% of the overall processing time.

2.6. Force-Shaping Module

This module takes a set of free space forces as its input. These free space forces need to
be directed towards the goal. A weighting method is used to perform this task. The force-
shaping module is considered to be one of the most important parts of the algorithm,
as it has a direct influence on selecting the robot’s driving direction in the corresponding
iteration. Furthermore, this module requires the highest processing power (∼42% of the
overall processing time).

To perform this task, a numerical weighting system and a fuzzy logic controller
are used.

2.6.1. Numerical Function

In this method, FSFs pointing towards the goal are allocated a higher weighting factor
compared to FSFs pointing away from the goal. All the sector forces (Fk) are modified by
a numerical force-shaping coefficient (δN). The numerical force-shaping coefficients are
determined by Equation (8). The numerical force-shaping coefficient is set to its maximum
value when the corresponding Fk points directly towards the goal.

δ(θ) =



2
π θ + 1, if −π/2 ≤ θ ≤ 0;
−2
π θ + 1, if 0 ≤ θ ≤ π/2;
2
π θ − 3, if 3π/2 ≤ θ ≤ 2π;
−2
π θ − 3, if −3π/2 ≤ θ ≤ 2π;

0, otherwise.

(8)
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2.6.2. Fuzzy Logic Controller

The numerical weighting system quantifies the shaping factors by only considering the
angle difference between the sector angle and robot-to-goal angle. In a cluttered dynamic
environment, this single factor does not have sufficient spatial or temporal resolution.
To perform more effectively, the system must consider other parameters such as the sector
distances and speeds of moving obstacles. Further, having increased flexibility in shaping
forces yields advantages in refined decision-making. Therefore, a fuzzy-logic-controller-
based force-shaping module is also embedded in the force-shaping module. The rest of this
sub-section discusses this controller.

A linguistic fuzzy model, known as the “Mandani Approach”, was used to develop
the fuzzy logic controller. Its basic components are shown in Figure 1 and comprise four
main modules:

1. A fuzzification module;
2. A fuzzy rule base;
3. A fuzzy inference engine;
4. A defuzzification module.

Figure 1. A block diagram of the fuzzy logic controller (FLC).

To develop the fuzzification module, four databases were designed. Three databases
were used for the three inputs (θdi f f , dk,n, and vk,n) (Figure 2) and one for the output,
the fuzzy shaping factor (δ f ) (Figure 3).

Figure 2. Input membership functions of the fuzzy controller.
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Figure 3. Output membership functions of the fuzzy controller.

The three input databases were modelled using multiple fuzzy datasets. For all
membership functions over a given universe of discourse, the membership function of a
fuzzy set S, denoted by µs, maps elements x ∈ X into a numerical value in the closed unit
interval, for example:

µs (x) : → [0, 1]
The database for the first input θdi f f consists of nine fuzzy membership functions

derived from Equation (9). The corresponding linguistics are LRR: left rear rear, LR: left
rear, SL: side left, LF: left front, F: front, RF: right front, SR: right side, RR: right rear, and
RRR: right rear rear (Figure 4).

µLRR(θ) = max{min
(
−90− θ

90
, 1
)

, 0}

µLR(θ) = max{min
(

θ + 180
90

,
−60− θ

30

)
, 0}

µSL(θ) = max{min
(

θ + 90
30

,
−30− θ

30

)
, 0}

µLF(θ) = max{min
(

θ + 60
30

,
−θ

30

)
, 0}

µF(θ) = max{min
(

θ + 30
30

,
30− θ

30

)
, 0}

µRF(θ) = max{min
(

θ

30
,

60− θ

30

)
, 0}

µSR(θ) = max{min
(

θ − 60
30

,
180− θ

90

)
, 0}

µRR(θ) = max{min
(

θ − 60
30

,
180− θ

90

)
, 0}

µRRR(θ) = max{min
(

θ − 90
90

, 1
)

, 0} (9)

where: θ ∈ {−180, 180}.
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Figure 4. FSH used to derive the membership function for input θdi f f .

The database for the second input, the normalised sector distance (dk,n), consists of
five fuzzy membership functions, as shown in Equation (10). The corresponding linguistics
are VC: very close, C: close, N: near, F: far, VF: very far.

µVC(dk,n) = max{min
(−dk,n − 0.3

0.2
, 1
)

, 0}

µC(dk,n) = max{min
(

dk,n − 0.1
0.2

,
0.5− dk,n

0.2

)
, 0}

µN(dk,n) = max{min
(

dk,n − 0.3
0.2

,
0.7− dk,n

0.2

)
, 0}

µF(dk,n) = max{min
(

dk,n − 0.5
0.2

,
0.9− dk,n

0.2

)
, 0}

µVF(dk,n) = max{min
(

dk,n − 0.7
0.2

, 1
)

, 0} (10)

The database for the third input, the normalised sector velocity (vk,n), consists of seven
fuzzy membership functions, as shown in Equation (11). The variable vk,n is positive if the
moving obstacle is approaching the robot. The corresponding linguistics are NF: negative
fast, NM: negative medium, NS: negative slow, Z: zero, PS: positive slow, PM: positive
medium and PF: positive fast.

µNF(vk,n) = max{min
(−vk,n − 0.77

0.33
, 1
)

, 0}

µNM(vk,n) = max{min
(

vk,n + 1
0.33

,
−0.33− vk,n

0.33

)
, 0}

µNS(vk,n) = max{min
(

vk,n + 0.77
0.33

,
−vk,n

0.33

)
, 0}

µZ(vk,n) = max{min
(

vk,n + 0.33
0.33

,
−0.33− vk,n

0.33

)
, 0}

µPS(vk,n) = max{min
(

vk,n

0.33
,

0.77− vk,n

0.33

)
, 0}

µPM(vk,n) = max{min
(

vk,n − 0.33
0.33

,
1− vk,n

0.33

)
, 0}

µPF(vk,n) = max{min
(

vk,n − 1
0.33

, 1
)

, 0} (11)

The simple output database is represented by eight fuzzy sets, as shown in Figure 3.
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The fuzzy rule base was developed with 315 rules. The following structure was used
to develop the rules:

if (condition1 is Lingustic1,i) AND (condition2 is Lingustic2,j) AND (condition3 is
Linguistic3,k) THEN Rule base output is ROuti,j,k

Ex: if (angDif is F) AND (dk,n is VF) AND (Vk,n is NF) THEN out is Z
Based on the given inputs, the fuzzy inference engine chooses eight firing rules out

of 315 from the rule base. It then calculates the firing power of each selected rule (αi)
(Equation (12)):

αi = min{µL1(θ), µL2(dk,n), µL3(vk,n)} (12)

where:
i = 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8
L1 ∈ {LRR,LR,SL,LF,F,RF,SR,RR,RRR}
L2 ∈ {VC,C,N,F,VF}
L3 ∈ {NF,NM,NS,Z,PS,PM,PF}
The defuzzification module uses the fuzzy rule with the maximum firing strength to

find the final fuzzy shaping factor for the corresponding sector (δ f ,k).

2.7. Instantaneous Driving Force Component (Fc) Generation Module

A set of shaped FSFs is taken as the input of this module. The output of this module
is the instantaneous driving force component, Fc. The shaped free space force with the
highest magnitude is taken as the instantaneous driving force component. This module
takes ∼1.5% of the overall processing time.

2.8. Instantaneous Driving Force Component Weighing Module

All the instantaneous driving force components (Fc1 to FcN) are fed into the instanta-
neous driving force component weighing module. A weighting method is used to scale
the Fcs. Weights are applied to the instantaneous driving force components based on the
accuracy of the prediction of the corresponding FGM. Fc derived for the CGM is assigned
the highest weight, as there is no prediction involved in the CGM. The Fc derived for the
(N − 1)th FGM is assigned the lowest weight [32]. The final driving force of the robot is
the weighted average of the instantaneous driving forces. This module takes ∼1.5% of the
overall processing time.

3. Experimental Testing and Analysis of the Algorithm

The experimental work was conducted to demonstrate the performances of the new
algorithm and validate it. The conducted experiments were also focused on testing the
importance of the new fuzzy logic controller, as well as the DOPP module. From the
conducted experiments, three basic experiments (with different velocities of MOs), two
random experiments (with different velocities of MOs and different locations of static
obstacles), and three bench-marking experiments were selected to present in this paper.

The TurtleBot3 waffle pi (TB3 waffle pi) research robot platform was used to conduct
the real-world experiments. The TB3 waffle pi uses the Robot Operating System (ROS)
standard platform [32]. It consists of a single-board computer (the robot’s PC) running
Ubuntu as its operating system, an OpenCR 32-bit ARM controller, a 3600 LiDAR sensor,
an IMU module, a Raspberry Pi camera, and a Bluetooth module. The robot’s environment
is captured by the LiDAR sensor. The IMU module and the on-board localization system
provide the current location of the robot. The sensor data were passed to a remote PC via
the robot PC using a WiFi network (Figure 5). Further, a Real Sense depth camera was
attached to the TB3 waffle pi to identify moving obstacles (Figure 6) using a separate PC.
All the image processing algorithms ran on this PC. This PC was also connected to the
remote PC via the same WiFi network using TCP-IP. The navigation algorithm ran on the
remote PC that recorded the experimental test results (see Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Experimental setup.

(a) (b)

Figure 6. RGB and depth images captured from Real Sense camera. (a) RGB image. (b) Depth image.

3.1. Experimentally Testing the Algorithm in Different Challenging Situations

These experiments were designed to test the algorithm and demonstrate its perfor-
mance under different challenging scenarios:

1. Section 3.1.1: a moving obstacle going to the goal from the start point.
2. Section 3.1.2: a moving obstacle going to the start point from the goal.
3. Section 3.1.3: a moving obstacle cross the robot’s path perpendicularly.
4. Section 3.1.4: two moving obstacles challenge the robot at the same time.
5. Section 3.1.5: three moving obstacles challenge the robot at the same time and push

the robot towards a trap.
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3.1.1. Experiment 1: A Moving Obstacle Going to the Goal from the Start Point

The main purpose of this experiment was to identify the robot’s behaviour when
a moving obstacle (MO) moved in front of the robot towards the goal (the MO’s speed
was greater than the maximum speed of the robot). This experiment also showed the
improvements of the algorithm after introducing the FLC. In this experiment, two tests
were conducted. In both tests, the robot’s environment and the robot’s allowed maximum
speed were kept unchanged. However, in one experiment, a new FLC was disabled.

In this experiment, the robot’s starting point was recorded as (0,0), the goal location
was (300,0), the MO’s starting point was (27,0), and the MO’s velocity was maintained at
6.3 cm/s. The robot’s maximum allowed velocity was limited to 4.5 cm/s; see Figure 7a.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7. The robot’s paths observed in Experiment 1 with different configurations. The robot’s and
obstacle’s locations at three different time instants are shown as T1–T3. (a) With a static obstacle (this
configuration creates a local minimum for the APF method), (b) moving obstacle without the new
FLC, and (c) moving obstacle with the new FLC.

Case 1: Basic force-shaping module without the FLC:
The robot and the moving obstacle started moving at the instant labelled “T1” (Figure 7b).

At this moment, the distance between the robot and the MO was recorded as 27 cm (the
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MO was close to the robot). As the MO was very close to the robot, the robot immediately
started moving away from the MO; see Figure 7b.

At the instant labelled “T2”, the robot kept moving away from the MO and followed a
long path to reach the goal. At the instant labelled “T3”, the robot changed its direction
back towards the goal. Once the MO passed the goal, the robot reached the goal safely
without any collision at the instant labelled “T4”, Figure 7b. In this experiment, the robot
travelled 368 cm in 85.6 s with an average speed of 4.3 cm/s.

Case 2: New force-shaping module with the FLC:
The robot and the moving obstacle started moving at the instant labelled “T1” (Figure 7c).

At this moment, the distance between the robot and the MO was recorded as 27 cm (the
MO was close to the robot). However, the FLC considers the speed and the direction of the
MO’s motions. Consequently, the algorithm allowed the robot to move towards the goal
without changing its direction. At the instant labelled “T2”, the robot kept moving on the
same direction towards the goal safely behind the MO, Figure 6b. With the influence of the
new FCL the robot did not change its direction unnecessarily.

At the instant labelled “T3”, the robot showed a slight deviation from the shortest path
(Figure 7c). However, the robot redirected its path towards the goal and reached the goal
safely without any collision at the instant labelled “T4”; see Figure 6b. In this experiment,
the robot travelled 318 cm in 73.9 s with an average speed of 4.3 cm/s, Table 1.

Table 1. Summarised test results of Experiment 1.

Parameter Without FLC With FLC Performance Comparison with
Respect to Case 2

Travel time 85 s 74 s 14%
Path length 368 cm 318 cm 14%
Avg speed 4.3 cm/s 4.3 cm/s 0%

The key findings of this experiment are as follows:

1. In this experiment, the MO was moving in front of the robot towards the goal, but the
MO had a higher speed. Therefore, the robot should not have problems moving
towards the goal. However, the basic force-shaping module gave unnecessarily more
weight to the existing free space and pushed the robot away from the MO. On the
other hand, the force-shaping module with the new FCL allowed the robot to move
towards the goal behind the MO while maintaining a safe distance.

2. The basic force-shaping module did not consider the velocity of the moving ob-
ject when it was shaping the FSFs (the path was like avoiding a static obstacle; see
Figure 7a).

3. The FCL makes important decisions to increase the efficiency of the algorithm by
reducing the time to reach the goal and reducing the path length.

4. In this experiment, the robot avoided the obstacle by changing its direction of motion
(the basic force-shaping module). On the other hand, the force-shaping module with
the FLC did not see the MO as a challenge to the robot.

5. The object tracking module allowed the algorithm to know about the states (position,
velocity) of the MO accurately. This helped the algorithm successfully complete the
navigation task.

3.1.2. Experiment 2: A Moving Obstacle Going to the Start Point from the Goal Point

The main purpose of this experiment was to identify the robot’s behaviour when
a fast-moving obstacle continuously challenges the robot by moving towards the robot
from the goal. This experiment also showed the improvements of the algorithm after
introducing the new FLC. The robot’s behaviour was tested with and without the new FLC
while keeping similar environments. The speed of the MO kept increasing until it hit the
robot. In both cases, the robot could reach the goal without any collision when the MO’s
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speed was less than 10 cm/s (when the MO’s speed was more than 10 cm/s, the algorithm
without the new FLC failed to avoid the collision). The MO’s speed was maintained at
10 cm/s in the two tests presented in this paper.

In this experiment, the robot’s starting point was recoded as (0,0), the goal’s location
was (300,0), the MO’s starting point was (370,0), and the MO’s velocity was maintained at
−10 cm/s.

Case 1: Basic force-shaping module without the FLC:
The robot and the moving obstacle started moving at the instant labelled “T1” (Figure 8a).

At this moment, the distance between the robot and the MO was recorded as 295 cm (the
MO was far from the robot). As the MO was far from the robot, the robot started moving
towards the goal with its maximum speed; see Figure 8a.

At the instant labelled “T2”, the robot identified that the MO was close to the robot
and started changing its direction. However, the decision was made too late, because the
MO obstacle had a high speed (more than twice the robot’s maximum speed).

As a result of the delayed decision-making, the robot collided with the MO at the
instant labelled “T3”; see Figure 8a. In this test, the robot could not reach the goal safely.

Case 2: New force-shaping module with the FLC:
The robot and the moving obstacle started moving at the instant labelled “T1”, Figure 8b.

At this moment, the distance between the robot and the MO was recorded as 295 cm.
The MO was far from the robot, but it was coming towards the robot with higher velocity.
The FLC considers the speed and the direction of the MO’s motions. Consequently, the robot
started moving away from the MO at T1 as it identified the challenge from the MO.

At the instant labelled “T2” (Figure 8a), the robot kept moving in the same direction
with the intention of moving away from the MO. The robot’s prior decision-making allowed
the robot to successfully avoid the MO at the instant labelled “T3”. The robot redirected
its path towards the goal and reached the goal safely without any collision at the instant
labelled “T5”; see Figure 8a. In this experiment, the robot travelled 367 cm in 52 s with an
average speed of 7 cm/s; see Table 2.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8. The robot’s paths observed in Experiment 2 with different configurations. The robot’s and
obstacle locations at three different time instants are shown as T1–T3. (a) Moving obstacle without
the new FLC. (b) Moving obstacle with the new FLC.
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Table 2. Summarised test results of Experiment 2.

Parameter Without FLC With FLC

Travel time 29 s (did not reach the goal) 52 s
Path length 127 cm (did not reach the goal) 367 cm
Avg speed 4.3 cm/s 7.0 cm/s

The key findings of this experiment are as follows:

1. In this experiment, the MO was coming towards the robot from the goal with high
speed. Therefore, the robot was challenged by the MO, although it was not close to the
robot. However, the basic force-shaping module allowed the robot to move towards
the goal. On the other hand, force-shaping module with the new FCL immediately
changed the robot’s direction to deviate the robot’s path from the path of the MO.

2. The basic force-shaping module did not consider the object’s velocity in calculating
the FSFs. Consequently, the challenge from the fast MO was not identified earlier. This
led the robot towards the collision.

3. The FCL took the velocities of the MOs into account. This allowed the robot to make
important decisions at the right time to avoid collisions.

4. In this experiment, the importance of the FLC was pronounced. The FLC helped the
robot make the right decision and avoid collision with high-speed moving obstacles.

3.1.3. Experiment 3: A Moving Obstacle Crosses the Robot’s Path Perpendicularly

The main purpose of this experiment was to identify the robot’s behaviour when a
moving obstacle challenged the robot by moving in a direction perpendicular (−y direction)
to the robot’s path; see Figure 9a. This experiment also showed the importance of the
prediction module. The robot’s behaviour was tested with and without the prediction
module under the same conditions.

Case 1: Navigation without the prediction module:
The robot and the moving obstacle started moving at the instant labelled “T1”. At T1,

the MO was moving towards the −y direction. However, the robot immediately started
moving towards the goal with its maximum speed; see Figure 9a,b. At the instant labelled
“T2”, the algorithm identified that the MO was close to the robot. Then, it started changing
its direction. However, the decision was not made in time (the MO had a high speed);
see Figure 9a,b. As a result of the delayed decision, the robot collided with the MO at the
instant labelled “T3”. In this test, the robot could not reach the goal safely. The same type
of decision-making was shown even with the new FLC; see Figure 9b.

Case2: Navigation with the prediction module:
As shown in Figure 9c, the robot and the moving obstacle started moving at the instant

labelled “T1”. At T1, the MO was moving towards the −y direction. Although the MO was
far from the robot and had a zero velocity component towards the robot’s direction, the
prediction module immediately identified that the free space in the robot to goal direction
was decreasing. The DOPP module always checks the future growth and diminution of
free spaces to help the algorithm make smart decisions. By the influence of the DOPP
module, the robot started moving away from the robot to goal path, soon after starting the
journey. At the instant labelled “T2”, the robot started moving further in the −y direction
(the prediction module influenced the robot with a higher weight). The robot’s prior
understanding of future environments allowed the robot to successfully avoid the MO at
the instant labelled “T3”. The robot redirected its path towards the goal and reached the
goal safely without collision at the instant labelled “T4”, Figure 9c. In this experiment, the
robot travelled 372 cm in 88 s with an average speed of 4.2 cm/s, Table 3.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 9. The robot’s paths observed in Experiment 3 with different configurations. The robot’s and
obstacle’s locations at four different time instants are shown as T1–T4. (a) Robot without the new FCL
and the DOPP module, (b) robot with the new FCL and without the DOPP module, and (c) robot
with the new FCL and the DOPP module.
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Table 3. Summarised test results of Experiment 3.

Parameter Without FLC and
DOPP

With FLC and without
DOPP

With FLC and
DOPP

Travel time Did not reach the goal Did not reach the goal 88 s
Path length Did not reach the goal Did not reach the goal 372 cm
Avg speed 4.3 cm/s 4.3 cm/s 4.3 cm/s

The key findings of this experiment are as follows:

1. In this experiment, the MO was moving fast in the direction perpendicular to the
robot’s initial motion (start to goal direction). Therefore, the force-shaping module did
not see any sector velocity component from the MO (as the velocity was perpendicular
to the robot’s to goal direction) nor any obstacle in between the robot and the goal.

2. The algorithm without the prediction module made decisions based only on the
current circumstances in the robot’s surrounding. Consequently, the robot could not
change its direction and kept moving towards the goal at the beginning of the journey
(Key Finding 1: the algorithm did not realize the change of the MO). This was the
costly decision that led the robot to a collision.

3. The algorithm with the prediction module makes decisions not only based on the
robot’s current surroundings, but also considering the future environments. This
allowed the robot to identify future growth and diminishing of the free space. As a
result, the robot could make prior decisions. This helped the robot reach the goal
safely without any collision.

4. In this experiment, the importance of the prediction module was verified. It enabled
the robot to make early decisions when the robot is dealing with some special cases.

3.1.4. Experiment 4: The Robot Reaches the Goal Despite Two Moving Obstacles
Simultaneously Challenging the Robot

The main purpose of this experiment was to identify the robot’s behaviour in a random
environment with multiple moving obstacles and static obstacles. In this experiment, two
static obstacles and two moving obstacles were used to challenge the robot. The first
moving obstacle MO1 changed its speed and direction rapidly to test the algorithm’s
capabilities. The second moving obstacle MO2 tried to maintain a constant velocity during
the experiment (however, there were slight directional and speed variations). For this
experiment, the full-strength algorithm was used (with prediction and the FCL).

The robot started moving at the instant labelled “T1”, and the two moving obstacles
started moving 3 s before the robot. At this moment, MO1 was coming towards the robot
with a very slow speed (0.2 cm/s). MO2 was coming towards the robot with a higher
speed (4.2 cm/s) compared to MO1. At the beginning, due to the challenge of MO2, the
robot moved towards the (+x, +y) direction with the intention of passing the MO2 in front.
However, during T1 and T2, the MO1 increased its speed to a reasonably challenging level
(4.5 cm/s). Therefore, the robot stopped moving further in the (+x, +y) direction and stared
moving in the (+x) direction (T2 in Figure 10). During this time instant, T2 to T3, the robot
was challenged by MO1 and MO2. The prediction module and advanced force-shaping
module influenced the algorithm to make critical decisions to win this challenge. As a
result of good decision-making, the robot could safely pass in between MO1 and MO2
at the time instant T3.

After successfully avoiding the collisions with MO1 and MO2, the robot’s path was
interrupted by two closely passing static obstacles. The robot chose to go around the two
static obstacles instead of going in between them (the safety boundary technique used in
the FSH module influenced this decision). While passing the static obstacles, the robot
increased its speed and reached the goal at time instant T5.

In this experiment, the robot travelled 495 cm in 117 s with an average speed of
4.2 cm/s.
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Figure 10. The robot’s observed path in Experiment 4. The locations of the robot and moving obstacles
(MO1–MO2) are shown at five different time instants (T1–T5).

The key findings of this experiment are as follows:

1. The tacking module estimated the locations and velocities of the moving obstacles
accurately.

2. The prediction module could predicted the future increasing and diminishing free
space based on the predictions of the future locations of the moving obstacles and the
robot.

3. The algorithm was able to handle challenging situations where multiple moving
objects challenged the robot at the same time.

4. The new Agoraphilic algorithm can successfully navigate robots in unknown dynamic
environments.

3.1.5. Experiment 5: The Robot Reaches the Goal Despite Three Moving Obstacles
Simultaneously Challenging the Robot and Pushing the Robot towards a Trap

The main purpose of this experiment was to characterise the robot’s behaviour when
placed in a random environment with multiple moving and static obstacles incorporating
traps. The experimental scenario included one static obstacle and three moving obstacles
designed to challenge the robot. The first moving obstacle, MO1, changed its speed and
direction rapidly to test the algorithm’s dynamic capabilities. The second, MO2, was
programmed to maintain a constant velocity during the experiment. The third, MO3,
slightly changed its speed and direction during the experiment. For this test, the full
algorithm, including prediction and the FLC, was used.

Figure 11 illustrates the trajectories that resulted from this scenario. The robot, MO1,
and MO2 started moving at the instant labelled “T1”. Moving Object 3 started moving 3 s
before the time instant T1. At this moment, MO1 and MO3 were coming towards the robot.
The robot moved in the +x direction to avoid any collisions with MO1 and MO3.

At the time instant T2, the robot had four possible choices:

1. Move in the (+x, −y) direction to pass in front of MO2 and reach the goal in the
shortest path.

2. Reduce its speed and wait for MO2 to pass.
3. Go forward towards the goal.
4. Move in the (+x, +y) direction (towards the converging MO1 and MO2).

The new force-shaping module with the FLC operating identified the challenge from
MO3 (although it was distant from the robot, it was rapidly approaching the robot in the
(+x, −y) direction) and stopped the robot from moving towards the (+x, −y) direction.
The prediction module also supported this decision. The second option was eliminated by
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the prediction module as it identified that the robot would be hit by MO1 and MO2 if the
robot slowed down. The force-shaping module did not choose the third option as there
remained a static obstacle between the robot and the goal. The new Agoraphilic algorithm
picked the fourth option, although it is a more complicated solution. The algorithm
successfully manoeuvred the robot through the time-varying free space passage in between
MO1 and MO2 during time interval T2–T4. During this time interval, the force-shaping
module gave accurate directions and avoided any incorrect decisions that may have driven
the robot to a trap or resulted in a collision.

At time instant T4, the robot avoided the major challenges from MO1 and MO2 and
started changing its direction towards the goal. However, MO1 started crossing the robot’s
path again between T4 and T6. The robot slightly changed its path at time instant T5
as a result of this influence from MO1. Finally, the robot reached the goal safely at time
instant T6.

In this experiment, the robot travelled 557.0 cm in 133 s with an average speed of
4.2 cm/s.

The key findings of this experiment are as follows:

1. The importance of the new FLC, even in the presence of the prediction module, was
clearly shown in this experiment.

2. The algorithm was able to identify and implement successful decisions in complex
environments.

3. The force-shaping module could select the robot’s pathway precisely to navigate
through narrow time-varying free space corridors.

4. The new Agoraphilic algorithm could successfully navigate robots in unknown dy-
namic environments with traps.

Figure 11. The robot’s observed path in Experiment 5. The locations of the robot and moving obstacles
(MO1–MO3) are shown at six different time instants (T1–T6).

3.2. Experimental Comparison of the Proposed Algorithm with Other Recent Approaches

This subsection presents three experiments that were conducted to compare the
ANADE with three other recent navigation algorithms.
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3.2.1. Comparison of the ANADE with the Matrix-Binary-Code-Based Genetic Algorithm

In this experiment, the environmental setup was developed to match the environment
that was used in [9]. This was to compare the results under the same conditions. Three
moving obstacles were used in this setup. By comparing the results of the ANADE and
matrix-binary-code-based genetic algorithm (MBCGA), we noticed that there were two
different decisions at time instant T1 (Figure 12):

1. ANADE—slowed down the robot, and MO1 was enabled to pass the robot.
2. MBCGA—changed the robot’s moving direction and passed the MO1.

In this case, the ANADE reduced the robot’s speed, enabling the MO1 to pass as
the free space was diminishing, which was enabled through the embedded prediction
algorithm. Consequently, the robot with the ANADE easily avoided the challenge from
MO2 at time instant T2. On the other hand, the robot with the MBCGA method had to move
further in the x-direction to avoid MO2. In addition, the two algorithms made different
decisions at time instant T3 as well; see Figure 12. Overall, the decisions made by the
ANADE allowed the robot to use a shorter path with 66% fewer direction changes to reach
the goal compared to the MBCGA; see Figure 12.

(a) (b)

Figure 12. The ANADE and MBCGA. The robot’s and obstacles’ locations at four different time
instants, T1–T4. (a) The robot’s path with the ANADE. (b) The robot’s path with the MBCGA.

3.2.2. Comparison of the ANADE with the Fuzzy Wind-Driven Optimization Algorithm

In this experiment, the environmental setup was developed to match the experimental
setup used in [12]. Hence, the experiment was conducted with two moving obstacles under
similar conditions. It can be seen in this experiment that the robot with the ANADE and
the robot with the fuzzy wind-driven optimization algorithm (FWDOP) made two different
decisions at time instant T2 (Figure 13):

1. ANADE—increased the speed of the robot and passed MO2 at its front.
2. FWDOA—turned towards the (+x, −y) direction.

In this case, the ANADE increased the robot’s speed, enabling the robot to pass MO2,
as the free space on robot’s left side was not stationary and DO2 was moving slowly
compared to the robot. Therefore, the robot with the ANADE algorithm managed to easily
avoid the challenge imposed by MO2 at time instant T3, without any direction change.
On the other hand, the robot with the FWDOA [12] had to change its direction towards
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the +x direction to avoid DO2. Furthermore, at time instant T3, the two algorithms made
different decisions.

Overall, the decisions made by the ANADE allowed the robot to use a shorter path
with 25% fewer direction changes to reach the goal compared to the FWDOA; see Figure 13.

(a) (b)

Figure 13. The ANADE and FWDOA. The robot’s and obstacles’ locations at four different time
instants, T1–T4. (a) The robot’s path with the ANADE. (b) The robot’s path with the FWDOA [12].

3.2.3. Comparison of the ANADE with an Improved APF Algorithm Developed Based on
the Transferable Belief Model

In this experiment, the environmental setup was developed according to an experi-
mental setup that was used in [33] to compare the results under the same conditions. Two
moving obstacles and five static obstacles were used in this experiment. It was observed
from this bench-marking that the ANADE algorithm used a shorter path and 33% fewer di-
rection changes to reach the goal compared to the improved APF algorithm (APF algorithm
based on the transferable belief model (APF-TBM)); see Figure 14.

(a) (b)

Figure 14. The ANADE and APF-TBM. The robot’s and obstacles’ locations at four different time
instants T1–T4. (a) The robot’s path with the ANADE. (b) The robot’s path with the APF-TBM.
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3.3. A Qualitative Comparison between the Proposed Algorithm with Recent
Navigation Approaches

A qualitative comparison between some of the recently published methods is shown
in Table 4. A set of cardinally important features for mobile robot navigation in unknown
dynamic environments was used in this qualitative comparison.

Table 4. A qualitative comparison between the proposed navigation algorithm with other approaches.

Algorithm
[Ref.] Base Concept Tracking Prediction

Velocity for
Decision-
Making

Unknown
Dynamic

Environments

Experimental
Validation

[12] Fuzzy Logic No No No Yes Yes
[9] Genetic Algorithm No No No Yes Yes

[33] APF Yes No Yes Yes Yes
[34] Bacterial Foraging No No No Yes No
[35] Dynamic Window Approach No No No Yes Yes
[36] APF No No No Yes No
[37] APF No Yes Yes Yes No
[38] APF No Yes Yes Yes No

[13] GDP No No No
Yes (but very

slow MOs. MO
vel <0.5 cm/s)

Yes

ANADE Agoraphilic (Free-Space
Attraction) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

4. Conclusions

The primary aims of this research work were to develop a novel navigation algorithm
capable of operating in dynamic environments using the free space concept and to verify
its performance experimentally. The new Agoraphilic navigation algorithm in dynamic
environments (ANADE) presented in this paper is a local path planner designed to navigate
mobile robots in unknown static, as well as dynamic environments that exhibit high levels
of uncertainty. A controller, based on fuzzy logic, was developed to provide optimal
navigational solutions at a low computational cost as a pivotal part of the new Agoraphilic
algorithm. The effectiveness of the ANADE was further improved by incorporating the
velocity vectors of moving obstacles in the decision-making. The tracking module was able
to estimate the position and velocities of unknown moving obstacles accurately. Further,
the algorithm’s dynamic object position prediction methodology describes the robot’s
future environments accurately.

Five experiments and three simulations were designed and executed to demonstrate
the effectiveness of the algorithm and bench-mark the algorithm against other recently
published methods. The experimental test results clearly demonstrated the effectiveness of
the novel Agoraphilic algorithm with the embedded fuzzy-based force-shaping module.
The experiments also showed that object tracking and prediction helped the robot reach
its goal safely in dynamically challenging conditions that may constitute traps. The in-
clusion of moving obstacle velocity vectors within the prediction methodology further
refined the algorithm and significantly improved its effectiveness in dynamic environments.
The comparison tests of the ANADE with other methods proved that the ANADE makes
human-like decisions to keep minimal direction changes and a shorter path to reach the
goal. The new algorithm demonstrated enhanced capabilities to successfully navigate
mobile robots through complicated dynamic environments without collisions and at a level
of performance superior to previously developed navigational algorithms.
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